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THEME:
The best way to dispel fears about the unknown is to find the truth about someone or something.

PROGRAM SUMMARY:
A New York City boy has some preconceived ideas about life in the West, and it makes him very apprehensive about the family’s move there. LeVar learns just what a gila monster is and more about the West when he introduces a biologist who takes viewers on a tour of the Arizona desert and describes the plant and animal life there.

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION:
Invite students to share their experiences with moving. Talk about the mixed feelings of being sad and excited at the same time. What are the best, and worst, things about moving?

Both boys in the story had misconceptions about where they were moving. Ask students how they think the boys got those misconceptions. Talk about any inaccurate ideas the students might have had about something and then learned what was actually true.

The biologist in the program explains how plants and animals adapt to desert life. Discuss with students what it means to “adapt.” Will the two boys in the story adapt to their new communities? Why or why not? Discuss how people often need to figure out ways to adapt to their surroundings just as animals and plants do.

Invite students to share any experiences they have had with traveling in an airplane. What can a person really find at an airport?

CURRICULUM EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:
On a large map of the United States, depending on your geographical location, find “Out West” and “Back East.” Also, locate “Down South” and “Up North.” Discuss how these names probably originated.

Set up a chart for both of the boys in the story. Title the charts “Home Sweet Home.” Divide the charts into two columns. On the chart for the boy moving west, head one column “Out West” and the other column “Home in New York.” On the other boy’s chart, head one column “Back East” and the other column “Home in the West.” Ask students to recall details from the story to complete both charts.

Divide the class into four groups and give each group a directional name—North, South, East, and West. Have each group brainstorm a list of characteristics of their respective locations, such as what people do there, the types of homes they have, animals, the climate, etc. Display the lists and then take the students to the library media center to find information about states within their directional area. Have the groups modify their lists as needed when they return to the classroom and prepare a travel poster inviting visitors to their area (e.g., “Welcome to the West”).

Have students work in small groups to role play how to welcome a new student to the classroom and to the neighborhood. After the groups have had a chance to plan and practice their scenes, allow them to present their dramatizations to the whole class. Discuss what the scenes have in common, i.e., what is important to remember when someone new moves in?

Send home a map of the United States with the states outlined and labeled. Have students work with their families to color states that correspond to these two items: States Where I’ve Lived and States I Have Visited. Instruct them to use two colors—one for each item. Have students return the maps to school.

Place a large map of the United States on a bulletin board and choose a color for marking states visited and one for states lived in. Have students use the two colors to make small nametags that can be fastened to straight pins. Using their own U.S. maps as guides, have them place the pins in the appropriate states.

Set up keypals with a classroom in a geographical location that is very different from your own. Exchange information about the school and school activities, the community (its size, what it’s known for, famous landmarks, etc.), the weather, plants and animals in the area, and other information that distinguishes the two areas. Take the class on a walking tour or field trip to photograph places in the community and the surrounding area. Scan the photographs into the computer or take the pictures with a digital camera and load them directly, and then e-mail them to your keypals.

Have students research plants and animals of the American southwestern desert to make a desert alphabet book. With the help of the school library media specialist, make available nonfiction books about the desert. Write the alphabet on the board and as the students find plants and animals for the letters, write the words next to each letter. Decide who will be responsible for each page and allow students to choose what they will put on the pages.
They will need to include information and draw pictures. Bind the pages into a book for the classroom library.

Watch the Reading Rainbow program, Raccoons and Ripe Corn, in which naturalist and author/illustrator Jim Arnosky shows how to determine that different animals have been in wooded areas and near lakes and streams. Compare and contrast the types of animals with those found in a desert habitat. Also compare his tips for wildlife watching with those given by the biologist in Gila Monsters Meet You at the Airport.

RELATED THEMES:
United States geography
habitats

RELATED READING RAINBOW PROGRAMS:
Program #62 — Desert Giant: The World Of The Saguaro Cactus
Program #113 — Alejandro’s Gift
Program #44 — Meanwhile Back At The Ranch
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“I live at 165 East 95th Street, and I'm going to stay here forever.” says the young hero firmly. After all, out West nobody plays baseball because they're too busy chasing buffaloes, and you have to ride a horse to school even if you don't know how, and you can't sit down because of the cactus.Â Once there, however, the boy doesn't meet the Gila monsters he expected. And on the ride to his new home (by taxi, not horse) he discovers the West is neither as different nor as bad as he'd imagined. Marjorie Weinman Sharmat and Byron Barton share a keen sense of the ridiculous and a compassionate understanding of a child's anxieties.